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Abstract

The Covid-19 pandemic has raised interest within many interdisciplinary fields. Researchers in the field of education were particularly interested in reporting teachers’ and students’ experiences (e.g., Hoti, Dragusha, and Ndou 2022) during the period of Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT) (Hodges et al. 2020) and Sustained Remote Teaching (SRT) (Stewart, Baek, and Lowenthal 2022). This article aims to provide a further contribution to education studies by exploring students’ experiences in an English language course organised by an Italian University Language Centre during the 2020/21 academic year. More specifically, it focuses on how interactions were accomplished in foreign language virtual classrooms and whether students’ perceptions on online teaching have changed with SRT. Results showed that although students still preferred face-to-face lessons, they highly appreciated specific tools of online teaching (e.g., recordings) and wished they could be implemented in traditional lessons. The data also confirmed the importance of interactions in modern foreign language virtual classrooms and found that most students who had an overall negative experience with online teaching were also students who had more difficulties in interacting during classes.
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1. Introduction

During the Covid-19 pandemic, physical gatherings were forbidden in many parts of the world causing lectures to be delivered online (Daniel 2020). Thus, technological tools became essential alternatives or supports to more traditional teaching methods (Poppi in press). The study of Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT) (Hodges et al. 2020) has raised interest among education scholars at different levels. More specifically, many researchers have focused on the unexpectedness of this shift and investigated the sudden universities’ responses to Covid-19 around the world (see Radic et al. 2021), and educators’ level of readiness for this abrupt digital move (e.g. Bolliger and Halupa 2022).

After the first semester of 2020, the use of online digital tools has become the ‘new normal’ in higher education. In the 2020/21 academic year, the number of online teaching tools has increased, and the already existing devices have been updated to their users’ needs. Furthermore, given educators’ previous experiences with such tools, their level of expertise has likely increased. For these reasons, education scholars suggested that ERT in the 2020/21 academic year shared more characteristics with regular online learning and should be addressed as Sustained Remote Teaching (SRT) (Stewart, Baek, and Lowenthal 2022). Despite these aspects, most studies in the field of education focused on the first semester of 2020.

Thus, this study aims to provide a case study on students’ experiences with SRT during the whole academic year 2020/21. In this article, the term SRT specifically refers to the whole academic year 2020/21, a timeframe in which ERT became the ‘new normal’ teaching delivery and thus, students’ and educators’ skills with online learning were expected to have improved. Since little attention was paid to the experiences of Italian University Language Centres during the pandemic, this article explores the English courses organised by the Language Centre of the University of Modena e Reggio Emilia. More specifically, it investigations the courses delivered in the first year of the bachelor’s degree in European Languages and Cultures at the University of Modena e Reggio Emilia during the academic year 2020/21. These lessons are usually less crowded and more interactive than traditional lectures and thus, offer

\[\text{For instance, during the 2020/21 academic year, the Language University Centre at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia offered English language courses to first-year students enrolled in the bachelor’s degree in European Languages and Cultures.}\]
an interesting research sample, since the lecturers probably had to resort to different functionalities to maintain meaningful interactions in virtual classrooms.

2. **Online teaching and emergency online teaching in higher education**

The term Web 2.0 is often used to refer to the new generation of digital tools in which users’ participation can determine the interface and functionalities of the software itself in the future (e.g., websites, blogs, etc.). O’Reilly (2007, 17) defines the software of Web 2.0 applications “as a continually-updated service that gets better the more people use it.” The development of new interactive Web 2.0 applications has raised interest in how these devices are being implemented in higher education (e.g. Isaías, Miranda, and Pifano 2021). More specifically, these tools can perform a wide variety of functions in education, ranging from the creation of online meetings, surveys, videos, presentations, and files storage and sharing in virtual classrooms (Arabaci and Akilli 2021, 116).

Before the pandemic, universities were already implementing online Web 2.0 tools in conventional lessons, even though some of their functionalities (e.g., online meetings) became particularly popular only after the pandemic. Despite their benefits such as the flexibility of time, place and interaction (Ally 2008), the use of online digital devices before the pandemic was still quite limited (Bond *et al.* 2018) and heterogeneous (Formiconi 2016).

Unsurprisingly, the use of online Web 2.0 tools in higher education increased with the spread of Covid-19. This period has often been referred to as Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT) to emphasise its “tentativeness” (Poppi in press). Scholars showed that the sudden shift to online delivery did not give sufficient time for educators to re-examine traditional activities before they moved online (Li *et al.* 2021). Furthermore, according to recent investigations, virtual classes were characterised by more superficial interactions (Alwaheebi and Al-Qahtani 2022), and internet accessibility was an issue for many students in several countries (Nkemleke 2021; Mohamed Amin and Paiman 2022).

These courses were divided into eight different classes, while the corresponding traditional English lectures only had two different classes for the same group of students.
Despite the drawbacks of ERT, studies also found that it made students develop “digital and learning strategies” (Schmied 2021, 367) because they had to rely on their own technological skills. Additionally, investigations on students’ and teachers’ experiences revealed positive attitudes toward online devices (Akram et al. 2021; Rossettini et al. 2021). Students seemed to have normalised the use of teaching platforms (Fořtová, Sedláčková, and Tůma 2021), and although most of them still preferred a combination of in-person and online activities rather than a fully online course (Ashkanani et al. 2022), the demand for online courses is likely to increase in the future (McKenzie 2021).

3. English language remote teaching: the case of Italian University Language Centres

The rise of Web 2.0 tools and new technologies enhanced mediated communication around the world, making it particularly crucial to become competent language users (see Poppi 2012). English Language Teaching (ELT) and more broadly, modern foreign language teaching “was particularly affected by the Covid-19 emergency since it is not a content subject: it is a medium that requires action and collaboration together with meaningful opportunities for communication” (Noel et al. 2022, 10).

The need for meaningful communication is particularly crucial in the lessons organised by University Language Centres in that they do not only organise lessons for students but also for teaching staff (Long, Poppi, and Radighieri 2019) and learners outside university (Rossi 2019) and their main goal is to improve language competence, a task that indeed requires a considerable degree of interactions in the classroom. For this reason, classes have usually fewer students compared to other university lectures.

Studies on ERT in higher education have highlighted the importance of interactions in online English language lessons (e.g., Freddi 2021; Mohamed Amin and Paiman 2022). On the one hand, scholars found that the shift to online courses fostered the use of “already existing good educational practices (e.g. enhanced feedback, collaborative work, task-based learning, additional learning objectives, assessment)” (Freddi 2021, 291). On the other hand, they also uncovered the urgency to create more engaging lessons and pay particular attention to
“students who decide not to interact online, who risk being invisible and thus feeling isolated” (Luporini 2020, 11).

Despite the fundamental role of interactions in online English language teaching, there has been no systematic attempt to examine how interactions developed in virtual classrooms. Additionally, the necessity to enhance interactions with students inevitably posed a significant challenge for the lecturers during the ERT period. Notably, University Language Centres offer a particularly compelling context for investigation due to the typically interactive nature of their lessons. Thus, this article aims to explore students’ experiences during the 2020/21 academic year, which remains a relatively under-researched period, particularly when compared to the first semester of 2020. More specifically, this investigation focuses on English language courses organised by the Language Centre of the University of Modena e Reggio Emilia and seeks to address the following questions:

- How were the overall students’ experiences with the online English language courses organised by the University Language Centres in the 2020/21 academic year?
- How has online delivery changed interactions in virtual classes?
- How have students’ attitudes toward online teaching changed with SRT?

4. THE STUDY

The course under inquiry is the English course delivered in the 2020/21 academic year to first-year students enrolled in the bachelor’s degree European Languages and Cultures offered by the Language Centre of the University of Modena e Reggio Emilia. As already mentioned, these kinds of lessons tend to be more interactive, making them particularly suitable for an investigation of online interactions in modern foreign language classes. Furthermore, focusing on the 2020/21 academic year seems highly beneficial for several reasons. First, the English language course under investigation was fully delivered online during that entire academic year, and thus, can provide a considerable amount of data. Moreover, since the emergency period persisted also in 2020/21, at that time, online teaching was no longer a sudden unexpected shift but rather ‘the new normal’. As general requirement for the English course, students take an initial test before the beginning of the lessons to assess
their linguistic competence with reference to CEFR (Council of Europe 2020) and are divided into groups accordingly. By the end of the year, all students need to achieve at least a B1 level of competence in English.

4.1. Methodology

To collect the data, a survey seemed the most appropriate choice for several reasons. First, it was possible to conduct the investigation on more students, providing more quantitative data. Furthermore, the survey was delivered online and thus, could be completed at any time. This seemed especially convenient for students who for several reasons could not personally come to the Language Centre to complete the questionnaire.

The questionnaire included factual, behavioural and attitudinal questions (see Dörnyei 2010, 5) to respectively define a general profile of the respondents, understand what they did in the past and uncover their attitudes and opinions toward the online course.

The formulation of those questions was considered particularly important in that good surveys should ask unambiguous questions. Brown and Rodgers (2010, 143) provided a full list of things to avoid when creating surveys. To summarise some of the key items from that list, double barrelled, ambiguous, and negative items were particularly avoided. To enhance clarity and reduce possible language misinterpretations and hence, invalid data, the questionnaire was delivered in Italian, most students’ native language.

A copy of the original survey in Italian can be found in Appendix 1, whereas Table 1 shows its English version. As can be noted from the table, the questionnaire comprised 24 questions and was divided into four parts. The first part was designed to gather factual and behavioural information about the respondents. The second part integrated behavioural and attitudinal questions to detect students’ experiences with Web 2.0 tools for education. The third section was composed of behavioural and attitudinal questions aimed to explore how interactions took place in the virtual classroom, whereas the last part mainly included attitudinal questions to detect students’ overall experiences.

Since “closed-ended” items usually create more “professional” surveys (Dörnyei 2007, 17), most questions were closed-ended. However, some open-ended questions were also included. More specifically, four “guided” (Dörnyei 2010, 37) short questions were added.
### Table 1. – English version of the survey.

**Part 1: General information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Please indicate your age.</th>
<th>Short answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. From which city/place did you attend lessons in the 2020/21 academic year?</td>
<td>Short answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3. Which devices have you most frequently used to access lessons? (More than one option is allowed) | • Computer  
• Smartphone  
• Tablet |
| 4. Did you have connection issues during the lessons? | Always/Never (4-points scale) |
| 5. Have you ever attended online courses before the Covid-19 emergency period? | Yes/No |

**Part 2: Experiences with Web 2.0 tools for education**

| 6. Which of the following video conferencing platforms online have you found the most intuitive? (More than one option is allowed) | • Google Meet  
• Collaborate  
• Microsoft Teams  
• Big Blue Button  
• Zoom |
| 7. Which of the functionalities of video conferencing platforms online have you most appreciated? (More than one option is allowed) | • Breakout rooms  
• Chat  
• Surveys  
• Screen sharing  
• Recording  
• None of them |
| 8. Why have you most appreciated those functionalities? | Short answer |

**Part 3: Interactions in English language virtual classrooms**

| 9. Did you have your camera on during the lessons? | Always/Never (4-points scale) |
| 10. If you had your camera off, why did you do that? | • To protect my privacy  
• I felt uneasy with the camera on  
• I was doing other things  
• I always had it on  
• Other: ______________ |
| 11. To communicate with the teacher during the lesson (More than one option is allowed) | • I turned on the microphone to talk in the virtual classroom  
• I turned on the microphone to talk in breakout rooms  
• I wrote a public message in the chat of the lesson  
• I wrote a private message in the chat of the lesson I used a WhatsApp or other chat platforms unrelated to the lesson |
12. To communicate with my classmates during the lesson (More than one option is allowed)
   • I turned on the microphone to talk in the virtual classroom
   • I turned on the microphone to talk in breakout rooms
   • I wrote a public message in the chat of the lesson
   • I wrote a private message in the chat of the lesson
   • I used WhatsApp or other chat platforms unrelated to the lesson

13. The functionalities of video conferencing platforms online (e.g., chat, breakout rooms) offer more opportunities for interactions compared to face-to-face lessons.

Part 4: Overall experience

14. During the lessons, I felt involved.
   Strongly agree / Strongly disagree (5-points scale)

15. My attention level was lower with online lessons when compared to face-to-face lessons.
   Strongly agree / Strongly disagree (5-points scale)

16. Attending online lessons in the 2020/21 academic year has been easier compared to the second semester of 2020.
   Strongly agree / Strongly disagree (5-points scale)

17. My skills with online education tools have improved.
   Strongly agree / Strongly disagree (5-points scale)

18. Attending lessons online has made me feel more stressed out.
   Strongly agree / Strongly disagree (5-points scale)

19. During the lessons I felt lonely and isolated.
   Very much / Not at all (4-points scale)

20. In general, how would you rate your experience with online lessons?
   Very positive / Very negative (5-points scale)

21. Why did you give this evaluation?
   Short answer

22. In your opinion, what are the advantages of online lessons?
   Open question

23. In your opinion, what are the disadvantages of online lessons?
   Open question

24. Which online education tools would you like to see integrated into face-to-face lessons? Why?
   Open question

Two of them asked to clarify and motivate previously given answers. Lastly, three completely open questions were added at the end of the survey when according to Dörnyei (2007, 112), the respondents might
find “more acceptable to put in the necessary work” to write an articulated answer because they already spent time with the previous parts of the questionnaire. However, in order not to discourage students from completing and sending the questionnaire and to foster meaningful replies, these last three open questions were left optional.

The survey was created using Google Forms because it allowed to create a large number of questions for free and it could easily be sent via email to the respondents. The emails with the link to the survey were sent to the 135 students enrolled in the first-year English course in the 2020/21 academic year. The total number of replies was 47, and thus, the replies could not be regarded as representative for the whole group. Nevertheless, they still provided valuable insights into the experiences of a subset of these students and how they evaluated their online academic journey. The result section is divided into four parts based on the four sections of the survey presented in Table 1.

4.2. Results of the survey

4.2.1. General information

In this part of the survey, factual questions were asked to uncover general aspects that might have influenced respondents’ online learning experiences. Most of the respondents’ age was between 20/23 years old with just one exception of a 40-year-old respondent. Thus, most respondents could be considered ‘digital natives’ (Prensky 2001). Cillers (2017) found that Gen Z students were particularly satisfied when digital tools were implemented in courses. However, as it will be shown in the next sections this was not really clear-cut in the responses received about SRT. As regards the devices used to attend classes, 97.9% students used the computer, 17% smartphone and 12.8% tablets. A small number of students already attended online courses before the pandemic (25.5%). However, most of them (74.5%) never had previous experiences with online courses. Many scholars found that both students and teachers

2 The survey was sent during the first semester of the 2022/23 academic year. This time gap between the e-lessons and the data collection could be considered too long. However, since by the time of collection of the data, lessons had returned face-to-face, this study could offer a quite interesting perspective on students’ perceptions after the ERT period.
had issues with their internet connection (e.g. Hoti, Dragusha, and Ndou 2022). However, when the respondents were asked how often they experienced connection issues, most of them said that they either Sometimes (72.3%) or Never (10.6%) had connection problems. Only 17% of them replied they Often experienced such issues. Thus, overall, the frequency with which students have experienced connection problems seems to be quite restricted in this sample of respondents.

4.2.2. Students’ experiences with Web 2.0 tools

In this part of the survey, students were asked to evaluate online teaching platforms and their functionalities. First, they had to choose the online teaching platforms they found more intuitive (Statement 6). The most preferred option was Google Meet (78.8%), followed by Collaborate (51.1%), Microsoft Teams (25.5%) and Zoom (6.4%).

Then students selected the functionalities of such platforms they most appreciated (Statement 7) and had to motivate their answers (Statement 8). The graph (Fig. 1) shows the responses to the first Statement. Chat (34%) and Surveys (31.9%) were their least favourite options, whereas Recordings were their most preferred feature (78.7%). Respondents valued recordings mainly because they allowed them to rewatch missed parts of the lessons due to reasons such as illness, short breaks or overlapping classes. Moreover, students believed that rewatching parts of the lessons improved their comprehension skills, a competence considered particularly relevant in English language courses.

Learners who selected Breakout rooms (55.3%) provided quite diversified answers to motivate their choices. First, they found that breakout rooms...
enhanced interactions with both classmates and teachers. Respondents also highlighted that they felt more at ease or freer to talk in smaller groups. Quite interestingly, a student also stated that breakout rooms would recreate usual interactions that normally take place in face-to-face classrooms. Students also felt that breakout rooms fostered interactions, and hence, provided them with the opportunity to improve their language skills, especially their speaking skills.

Lastly, although Screen sharing (57.4%) was unexpectedly highly appreciated, the motivations provided by students for that choice were quite vague and did not provide exhaustive explanations for this result.

4.2.3. Interactions in English language virtual classrooms

This section of the survey aimed to examine how interactions were accomplished in online ELT. Non-verbal interactions in ELT are widely acknowledged as playing a crucial role in enhancing learners’ comprehension and motivation (see Negi 2010). Furthermore, students’ reactions and facial expressions can help lecturers to better direct and monitor the lessons. Thus, Statement 9 investigated non-verbal interactions, that in remote teaching mainly depended on participants’ cameras. For this reason, students were first asked to rate how often they had their cameras on during the lessons. The pie chart (Fig. 2) shows students’ responses to that issue. Although the number of respondents who either Always (10.6%) or Often (40.4%) had their cameras on was slightly higher than that of those who either Sometimes (38.3%) or Never (10.6%) had it on, there was no significant difference between the two.

Figure 2. – Did you have your camera on during classes?
The pie chart on the right (Fig. 3) displays the reasons why students had their cameras off (Statement 10). Most respondents (68.1%) revealed they felt uneasy with their cameras on, whereas a small number of them stated they were doing other things (8.5%), or they wanted to protect their privacy (4.3%). A small part of participants (10.6%) also chose *Other* and typed a short answer. In their responses, they explained that they did not turn their cameras on because they were not explicitly asked to do it, or because they saw classmates with their cameras off.

![Pie chart showing reasons for turning off cameras](image)

Figure 3. – *When you had your camera off, why did you do that?*

To investigate how interactions took place with both lecturers or classmates, students were asked (Statements 11 and 12) to complete the following sentence by choosing from a range of different options: *To communicate with the [teacher/classmates] during the lesson.* Figure 4 graphically represents their responses. To communicate with the teacher, most respondents (83%) chose to send a public message in the chat or just turned the microphone on to talk in the virtual classroom. On the contrary, the most preferred means of communication among students during the lecture was using WhatsApp or other chat platforms unrelated with the lesson (72.3%). Nonetheless, this option was understandably the least preferred method for contacting teachers (2.1%). Communicating with classmates in front of the whole class in the virtual classroom was quite unpopular (8.5%). However, the number of respondents who interacted with classmates in smaller breakout
rooms was significantly higher (57.4%). This was not surprising, since it had already emerged in previous parts of the survey that the more informal and intimate environment of breakout rooms fostered interactions among classmates. Interactions with the teachers within breakout rooms seemed quite limited (21.3%), and private messages in the chat of the lessons were not so common for communicating with both the lecturers (4.30%) and classmates (10.6%).

![Figure 4](https://www.ledonline.it/LCM-Journal/ - Online issn 2421-0293 - Print issn 2284-1881)

Figure 4. – To communicate with the teacher/classmates during the lesson.

Although from this section it emerged that chats and breakout rooms were frequently used to communicate during the lessons, when students were asked whether these functionalities offered more opportunities for interactions when compared to face-to-face lessons (Statement 13), no one strongly agreed with the statement, 42.6% of respondents disagreed, and 17% strongly disagreed. This might suggest that, although students appreciated these functionalities, they still preferred face-to-face interactions.

4.2.4. The overall experience

This last section of the questionnaire aimed at making students draw possible conclusions on their overall experience by asking a set of attitudinal questions. Table 2 shows a summary of the results for this part of the survey. As regards the first Statement (a), a considerable number of respondents (46.8%) were unsure whether they felt involved during the lessons. However, a comfortable 29.8% agreed with the statement and 6.4% strongly agreed. Thus, a large part of students seemed to have felt involved also during e-lessons.

Statement (b) drew on Luporini (2020, 8) who found that most of her respondents had lower attention levels in e-lessons. The present data confirmed that belief in that most respondents either agreed (36.2%) or strongly agreed (27.7%) with the statement.
**Table 2. – Response summary.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Uncertain</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. During the lessons, I felt involved.</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. My attention level was lower with online lessons when compared to face-to-face lessons.</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Attending online lessons in the 2020/21 academic year has been easier compared to the second semester of 2020.</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. My skills with online education tools have improved.</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Attending lessons online has made me feel more stressed out.</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Statement (c) compared the 2020/21 academic year to the first six months of 2020. Most students felt Uncertain (44.7%) with the statement, showing that they did not perceive significant improvements between the beginning of the ERT period and the ‘new normal’ phase. However, a considerable part of them Agreed (34%) or Strongly agreed (6.4%) with the statement, indicating that despite the uncertainties, there was a considerable number of students who believed that attending online lessons in 2020/21 had indeed been easier.

Hoti, Dragusha, and Ndou (2022) found that teachers felt more confident with online teaching tools after the emergency period and as the responses to Statement (d) showed, this seemed to apply also to students in that they either Agreed (48.9%) or Strongly agreed (31.9%) with the statement.

According to Gewalt et al. (2022) university students registered high levels of stress during the ERT period. However, responses to Statement (e) would suggest that the surveyed students did not feel particularly stressed out during the 2020/21 academic year. A comfortable 40.4% Disagreed with the statement and 12.8% Strongly disagreed. A 21.3% felt Uncertain and only 12.8% either Agreed or Strongly agreed. This result was partly explained by students’ responses to the last three open questions, in which it emerged that students highly appreciated e-lessons because they did not have to commute to university, an aspect typical of face-to-face lessons that was considered quite stressful by students. Moreover, at the time in which the survey was sent, students were attending face-to-face lectures, and might have experienced difficulties in returning to their pre-pandemic lifestyles.

![Figure 5. – In general, how would you rate your experience with online lessons?](https://www.ledonline.it/LCM-Journal/ - Online issn 2421-0293 - Print issn 2284-1881)
Statement (20) prompted the respondents to rate their overall experience with online teaching on a scale from Very positive to Very negative and to motivate their choices. As shown in Figure 5, most respondents rated their experience as Positive (40.4%) or Very positive (4.3%). However, a part of them (29.5%) gave a Neutral rating, while a smaller portion evaluated the experience as Negative (23.5%) or Very negative (2.1%).

To further understand the reasons behind these ratings, Statement (21) asked respondents to provide motivations for their evaluations. Their short answers were qualitatively analysed and classified according to the reasons they gave. Any responses that were too vague to be categorized were marked as Other. Figures 6 and 7 display the categories of answers given by respondents who had selected respectively positive and negative evaluations in Statement (20). One of the main reasons for positive evaluations was the advantage of not having to commute to university (42.8%) which also implied saving time (4.8%) for other activities (e.g., individual study, work, or hobbies). Additionally, online lectures were also considered quite convenient for working students (8.3%) given their flexibility (4.8%) and necessary to protect our health during the pandemic (4.8%). A cross-check of the answers revealed that students who had prior experiences with online teaching were more likely to rate their new online learning commitment positively or very positively (58%), indicating that previous experiences with online teaching may have positively influenced students’ attitudes toward ERT, which was generally regarded as an imposition by students (Hodges et al. 2020).
Respondents who chose *Negative* or *Very negative* motivated their choice mainly with a lack of social interactions and human contact (50%) as well as a lack of interest and concentration (25%). When students were asked whether they had felt lonely or isolated during the lessons (Statement 19), most of them selected either *Not really* (42.6%) or *Not at all* (8.5%), and *Quite a lot* (31.9%) and *Very much* (17%). From a cross-check of the answers, it emerged that 75% of those who gave an overall *Negative* evaluation to online lessons also felt *Very much* lonely and isolated during the lessons. Furthermore, 80% of students who negatively rated online lessons *Always* kept their cameras off during the lessons, suggesting that difficulties in engaging with the online environment, such as turning on cameras, had a negative impact on their overall experience with online learning.

As regards respondents who evaluated the experience as *Neutral*, they seemed to have difficulties in clearly evaluating their experiences. Some of them referred to having found equal amounts of benefits and disadvantages in online teaching. Nonetheless, most responses were quite vague and did not provide articulated answers.

Lastly, 34 students tried to list the advantages/disadvantages of online teaching. Concerning the advantages, many respondents referred once again to the possibility of not commuting (23.5%) and the comfort and flexibility of online lessons (23.5%). For instance, students appreciated the possibility of “Watching them [online lessons] anywhere without necessarily physically coming to university” [Vederle (lezioni online) in
“qualsiasi luogo senza necessariamente venire fisicamente in università” and the consequent “Saving of time for studying / other personal activities” [Risparmio di tempo per lo studio / altre attività personali]. Furthermore, the option of rewatching recordings was widely appreciated, and when the respondents were asked what functionalities they would like to integrate into traditional lessons (Statement 24), 80% of the 30 replies received mentioned recordings. Regarding the disadvantages, respondents found e-lessons to be distracting and reported having lower attention levels (38.2%). Another disadvantage was a lack of human contact and interactions (44.1%). More specifically, students stated that “It is easy to get distracted by doing other things” [È facile distrarsi facendo altro], and the main disadvantage was “The feeling of isolation and not being able to talk directly with someone” [Il sentimento di isolamento e di non poter parlare direttamente con qualcuno].

5. Discussion and conclusions

Online digital tools had already been partly implemented in higher education before the pandemic, however, their use was still quite limited. The spread of Covid-19 accelerated the digital shift in universities and online teaching became the only option available for universities to continue didactic activities during 2020 and 2021.

As already mentioned, the term ERT highlighted the provisional nature of online teaching during the pandemic. However, since the emergency period was protracted for a considerable amount of time, this teaching modality, which was once thought to be just a provisional measure, became a more structured way of teaching during the 2020/21 academic year.

This study reported on students’ experiences with online teaching in an English course provided by the Language Centre of the University of Modena e Reggio Emilia. These lessons tended to be quite interactive in face-to-face lessons and, from what emerged from the questionnaire, they seemed to have maintained their overall interactive nature also with the online delivery. More specifically, a focus on online interactions revealed their crucial role in online ELT. Students highlighted the need

---

3 Literal translations of students’ answers are provided to allow all readers to understand the examples. The original Italian examples are provided in square brackets.
for more interactive virtual spaces (e.g., breakout rooms) when learning online. Furthermore, negative experiences with online teaching seemed to have been influenced by a lack of virtual interactions (e.g., students’ reluctance to turn their cameras on). For this reason, as Freddi (2021) noted, particular attention should be paid to students who have difficulties getting involved with online teaching in that they risk feeling isolated and less stimulated.

The return to face-to-face lessons has possibly made students more aware of the perceived advantages of online teaching. Some students complained about a lack of human contact with online lectures, and overall, face-to-face lessons seemed to be still preferred among students. As noted by Poppi (in press), person-to-person interactions may diminish in online teaching and therefore, educators should enhance and promote communications in virtual classrooms. Despite these complaints, the overall students’ attitudes toward online teaching seemed to be positive and many respondents recognised the advantages of e-learning, such as not commuting to university or the possibility to rewatch parts of the lessons through recordings.

This study is limited in its respondents’ size and methodological approach. To have a more comprehensive picture also teachers should be surveyed. Moreover, open questions in the questionnaire aimed to gather more detailed explanations of students’ perspectives. Quite surprisingly, a considerable part of them did provide detailed answers. However, because of the quantitative nature of surveys and the usually superficial answers found in open questions, more qualitative interviews could be implemented to have a complete overview of students’ perspectives. Future studies can expand this field of investigation by implementing focus groups to add qualitative insights to the study of ERT and SRT and could combine the study of students’ experiences with teachers’ perspectives to have a more comprehensive view of what this emergency period has left in terms of future teaching opportunities.
APPENDIX 1

**Parte 1: Informazioni generali**

1. Indicare l’età. Risposta breve

2. Da quale città/paese hai seguito le lezioni nell’a.a. 2020/21? Risposta breve

3. Quali sono gli strumenti che hai utilizzato più frequentemente per accedere alle lezioni? (Più di un’altra alternativa consentita)
   - Computer
   - Smartphone
   - Tablet

4. Hai avuto problemi di connessione durante le lezioni? Sempre/Mai (scala a 4 punti)

5. Hai seguito dei corsi online prima del periodo di emergenza Covid-19? Sì/No

**Parte 2: Esperienze con le piattaforme Web 2.0 per l’educazione**

6. Quali piattaforme di videoconferencing online hai trovato più intuitive per accedere alle lezioni? (Più di un’altra alternativa consentita)
   - Google Meet
   - Collaborate
   - Microsoft Teams
   - Big Blue Button
   - Zoom

7. Quali funzionalità delle piattaforme di videoconferencing online hai apprezzato di più? (Più di un’altra alternativa consentita)
   - Breakout rooms
   - Chat
   - Sondaggi
   - Condivisione schermo
   - Registrazione
   - Nessuna

8. Perché hai apprezzato quella/e funzionalità? Risposta breve

**Parte 3: Interazioni nelle classi virtuali di lingua inglese**

9. Hai tenuto la videocamera accesa durante le lezioni? Sempre/Mai (scala a 4 punti)

10. Quelle volte in cui hai tenuto la videocamera spenta, perché lo hai fatto?
    - Per tutelare la mia privacy
    - Mi sentivo a disagio con la telecamera accesa
    - Stavo facendo altre cose
    - L’ho sempre tenuta accesa
    - Altro: ______________

11. Per comunicare con l’insegnante durante la lezione (Più di un’altra alternativa consentita)
    - accendevo il microfono per parlare nella classe virtuale
    - accendevo il microfono per parlare in una breakout room
    - scrivevo un messaggio pubblico nella chat della lezione
    - scrivevo un messaggio privato nella chat della lezione
    - usavo WhatsApp o altre piattaforme di messaggistica scollegate dalla lezione
12. Per comunicare con i miei compagni di corso durante la lezione (Più di un’alternativa consentita)
   • accendevo il microfono per parlare nella classe virtuale
   • accendevo il microfono per parlare in una breakout room
   • scrivevo un messaggio pubblico nella chat della lezione
   • scrivevo un messaggio privato nella chat della lezione
   • usavo WhatsApp o altre piattaforme di messaggistica scollegate dalla lezione

13. Le funzionalità delle piattaforme di videoconferencing online (per esempio chat, breakout rooms) offrono un’opportunità di interazione in più rispetto alle lezioni in presenza.
   Completamente d’accordo / In completo disaccordo (scala a 5 punti)

**Parte 4: Esperienza generale**

14. Mi sono sentito coinvolto durante le lezioni.
   Completamente d’accordo / In completo disaccordo (scala a 5 punti)

15. Il mio livello di attenzione nelle lezioni online era più basso rispetto alle lezioni in presenza.
   Completamente d’accordo / In completo disaccordo (scala a 5 punti)

   Completamente d’accordo / In completo disaccordo (scala a 5 punti)

17. Le mie competenze con gli strumenti di didattica online sono migliorate.
   Completamente d’accordo / In completo disaccordo (scala a 5 punti)

18. Seguire le lezioni online mi ha fatto sentire più stressato rispetto a seguire le lezioni in presenza.
   Completamente d’accordo / In completo disaccordo (scala a 5 punti)

19. Durante lo svolgimento delle lezioni mi sono sentito solo e isolato.
   Molto / Per niente (scala a 4 punti)

20. In generale, come valuteresti l’esperienza delle lezioni online?
   Molto positiva / Molto negativa (scala a 5 punti)

21. Perché hai dato questa valutazione?
   Risposta breve

22. Secondo te quali sono i vantaggi delle lezioni online?
   Domanda aperta

23. Secondo te quali sono gli svantaggi delle lezioni online?
   Domanda aperta

24. Quali strumenti di didattica online vorresti che fossero integrati nelle lezioni tradizionali? Perché?
   Domanda aperta
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